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THE INTRODUCTION
Societies such as we know them may no longer exist. All modern societies will collapse one day or another, just as it always has
been. The leaders refuse to learn the lessons of the past. In our
time, the fall will be worse because there are more people, and
they are more dependent on the system (money, food, energy,
transport, communication).
It seems urgent for some individuals to seek and find a place where
it will be possible to survive, no matter what happens in industrialized countries. An environment of Peace & Love, without any
stress, without any Authority.
All governments of all countries are corrupt, they lie, hide the
truth, plotting ... they kill or order to kill people and destroy the
planet (permit companies to do so).
Do we have to endure another 2 000 years? You really want your
children and their children to be slaves in a society that is always at
risk?
All citizens around the globe know that governments are corrupt,
that politicians lie and steal, yet they continue to vote for them,
continue to listen to their speeches and worse, to be frightened by
them.
Several individuals or groups are fighting the Authorities, denounce them, they even manifest against them. It is time to realize that it does not change absolutely nothing, it just slows down
their scripts, slightly upset their schedule.
The only way to get rid of demonic Authorities is simply by ceasing to feed them... Stop feeding the Beast : it will die (or change).
We must absolutely cut the wind to sail because the boat adrift.
What is proposed by PeupleConscient is not another revolution
or another rebellion of people against the government. There is
no use to fight evil forces, they expect that in fact (and it is oddly
prepared). To fight Evil is giving it Power. The action is naturally
to assert our divine part and live as a free living organism on the
planet communal.
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THE WARNING
Never the kind of earthly existence proposed by E.D.E.N. was proposed or initiated. A community without laws, without authority,
without diseases, without stress... where people (edenians) only
follow the Laws of Nature and the Universe.
Like all the new revolutionary ideas (or visions), E.D.E.N. is not
suitable to everyone, nor it will be recognized by the majority as
the ultimate solution to all your existence problems around the
planet.
The Human is stubborn and perpetuates the same mistakes, because of his own material desires. It is time to learn from the past
and then bury it. We live in the shit of our predecessors (parents).
And man seems to delight in its mire.
So far, it was difficult for humans to abandon their bad habits
because they were no paradisiac environment. The distance of Nature taken by civilized men necessarily causes distortions, deviations, hardships and miseries.
The humans are too cling to the past, overemphasize material.
And thus perpetuate envy, resentment, jealousy, revenge ... and
wars.
The only way to liberate yourselves from the injustices and absurdities of modern civilization is to free yourself from the past. We
must start anew. And for that, it takes us a new structure.
There is enough space on this planet so that all may live freely and
in abundance (offered by Nature and not by an unfair economic
system).
E.D.E.N. is the opportunity for a small group of individuals (initially from 100 to 1000) to live an experience that will mark the
history of man, that establish a new genesis from evidence of past
civilizations.
New terms are defined: edenian, to eden, edening. The edening is
the action of « to eden » which is the basic principle of operation
of this new structure: at any time, in any place, seek to improve
what is possible in our surrounding.
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THE SITUATION
If you read this document, it is because you wonder about your
role in scenarios that the Authorities try to impose upon you.
More and more people in most countries are dissatisfied with
social conditions that worsen (political, economic, justice, war...).
Yet, the vast majority of citizen seems totally apathetic. The resignation is fashionable!
By the help of Internet, alarming scenarios, revelations of conspiracy, warnings against the New World Order screenplays abound.
They are permitted for one reason: to scare more the people!
Capitalism exists only through the cynicism of its high priests! The
perversity of the Authorities is only to satisfy their thirst for power
and wealth. And to quench this thirst, it takes human subjects as
obedient followers.
All the Medias are controlled by increasingly powerful Authorities. They publish, print, put on TV exactly what they want you to
know, rather than what you thought. The illusion is everywhere.
Sensationalism hides lies. A scandal is forgotten by the arrival of
another scandal. Hollywood is just a big industry used to program
the human’s mind. Authorities are trying simply to produce a
band of brainless dreamers.
The rights and freedoms of human are increasingly restricted.
The number of laws and controls increases almost exponentially
(40,000 new laws on Jan. 1st 2010 in USA !!!). The worker is
choking, but he has to continue slavery. The citizen is bullied, but
he is obliged to entertain himself, to take drugs. You are increasingly dissatisfied with your reality.
The human places the pleasure at center of his life, and if there is
a superior aspiration, it is controlled by anther business, that is
religion. There is a distinction to be drawn between the natural
delight and artificial pleasure. The denatured human (far from Nature) stuffs himself with artifices that are required to be marketed.
It is a bottomless pit that always leads to dissatisfaction and to the
quest for greater sensation. The society exploits the senses like it
exploits the planet. Distraction prevents reflection.
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THE ACTION
Facing the social monstrosities increasingly ubiquitous, they are
only three normal reactions possible: ignorance, submission or
rebellion...
IGNORANCE
Here is where the majority of journalists are. They even ridicule
all conspiracy’s scenarios that are denounced (their job depends
on it). Most people are either in poverty or in a reality ruled by
entertainment. They do not think and prefer to ignore the threats
of canvas planned by the leaders. The human tries to enjoy life the
most, even in times of crisis (economic).
SUBMISSION
Fear feed largely by alarmist information encourage the submission. Humans agree to comply with the multiple requirements of
Authorities (political, economic and religious).
REBELLION
Manifestations (protests) are multiplying. Some seem to bear
fruit... but in the global scene, they are useless... in fact, they simply feed the System. The majority of protesters are unaware that
they nourish the System they denounce: eating habits, clothing,
entertainment, cigarettes, alcohol, drugs...
Protesting against any Authority give him more strength, it is
only steeping into his own game (with his rules). The leaders are
increasingly organized and possess weapons increasingly powerful.
The globalization process is firmly established, there is no going
back possible. All governments are necessarily involved and strictly
follows the program established since several years. You can not
fight it!
The anarchist is messy and not creative. It is easy to cut a branch,
but difficult to graft it...
But there is a fourth reaction course!
Simply stop feeding the Beast... neglecting the words of leaders,
and escape the destructive actions of the Authorities.
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E.D.E.N. IN BRIEF
E.D.E.N. is an acronym for Environment for a Divine Evolution in
Nature (Environnement pour une Divine Evolution en Nature).
All civilization has a start and an end, it is the true principle of
evolution. Whatever the technology’s progresses, we cannot
thwart the cycles of Nature, of the Universe.
More and more the human beings believe firmly that we approach
the extinction of this civilization, the term “apocalypse” was never
so popular.
The idea of E. D.E.N. has arisen following a vision of what will be
the next civilization. Before the fall of a civilization, there is always
a small group of individuals who are “aware” of the disaster to
come and are thus are able to prepare to cross the transition. The
others, including those who ridicule these “doom sayers”, simply
perish.
The genesis of the concept of E.D.E.N. must meet the following
premise: do not repeat the mistakes of past civilizations. History
is taught in school recounts only the atrocities perpetuated by all
peoples who have emerged on this planet.
You were taught with conviction that human beings have been
driven away from the “paradise” and was condemned to live in
pain! All this, to sell you a liberating solution: to have faith/to
pray the invisible! At the same time, religions are responsible for
the worst human abominations, the most deadly wars. They killed,
tortured, burned, torn, tortured, persecuted... crucified... upon the
name of a fictional character invented by people in power! All this,
to keep docile flocks of humans enslaved by the good shepherd...
handsomely fed and entertained.
The human beings moved away from Nature simply just to agglomerate in urban centers serving only to feed the sensory
needs of a handful of lazy individuals in power. It was believed
that humans should rise above its animal status, and that a fringe
of scientists could control Nature. But Nature can not be controlled... any human attempt just produce chaos... we have many
proofs now.
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In recent decades, the “Back To Nature” is becoming more and
more popular. But, most attempts fail because the participants repeated the same mistakes of the society they condemned, returning to the same structure... only the scenery changes and not the
relational actions.
To get closer to Nature, we must agree to follow His laws and not
the laws made by humans deranged.
E.D.E.N. is not a question of bringing the man to be moved by his
low instincts, but rather to offer him the opportunity to regain its
natural existence.
Why Men should devote their existence to work for (be at the
service of) other humans?
Why can not we all live in harmony with Nature like all other living organisms from this ecosystem?
There is no point in fighting anyone or anything. Just simply
choose (find) a nice area, secure, self-sufficient... and live happily
in the Here & Now!
E.D.E.N. wants to offer the opportunity to grow with minimum
constraints, in total freedom. All philosophies sought to establish
guidelines for attracting pleasure and to avoid pain. The existence
of humans should be centered around this duality.
As a living organism, the human must naturally follow these rules:
1) build a shelter (protection against the Elements)
2) find and produce its food
3) defend its territory, its possessions
4) get a mating partner
The improvement that distinguishes E.D.E.N. lies at all four levels.
First, the tropical environment facilitates the realization of a shelter against the Elements. Second, food self-sufficiency is easier all
year round. The third point, there is the main distinction: E.D.E.N.
is based on total sharing (since there are plenty in all), the real
social expression of love. Fourth, ... well, this is a personal matter
and that the expression of love... naturally emerging when evolving completely free and happy.
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THE UNIVERSE
It is amusing to imagine that the Earth is an atom of a bar chair
in a room in a house... The Human is very small compare to the
Universe.
The Universe is a living organism.
It is alive, it grows, it evolves, it changes.
The Universe is filled with energies, frequencies, waves and patterns.
Science has recognized: matter is energy. Inertia do not even exist,
simply because a fixed electron do not exist. Death do not exist,
everything is in a perpetual recycling process.
All that follow laws and cycles.
The movement of the planets and apparent stars serve as a timeclock to record the cycles (and thus permitting one to understand
natural phenomenons and even predict them). All matter is influenced by waves (energy).
The planet Earth is part of this infinite system. It is a living microcosm.
All the systems of our planet are influenced by the cosmic waves,
by the radiations that bombard it all the time. This is particularly
true concerning the climate.
But following some cycles, there are some more important flows
of energies that hit the planet. Certain planets, during planetary
alignments, play a role of lens and creates a concentration of
waves. Many scientists of ancient civilizations had this Knowledge.
The prediction of the Nature cycles (astroclimate) is a lost science.
The wisdom of the first philosophers-scientists, lay in the knowledge of celestial influences, imaged by mythical figures. The
heavenly gods spoke through the four Elements that make up the
earthly reality: Earth, Water, Fire and Air. In reality, they are the
four ingredients necessary for life.
Everything is tied (linked) together because that contains all of
Energy. The matter is an assembly of atoms. The matter refers to
natural objects that work (creativity) of human uses or transform
to an end.
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Everything you see around you was extracted from the earth! On
the metaphysical level, any material object has always existed in
the Universe, well before their creation. Their creators have simply captured frequencies that have stimulated brain cells forcing
the materialization. Thought is the first principle, it is behind all
manifestations.
It is the human mind which captures and focuses the waves into
a focal point that draws the elements fit together in a coherent
whole. The chemical elements are building blocks assembled by
the Life Energy (which is directed by the thought).
We create nothing: it is only our thought which receives waves,
and decodes and focus them. The present planetary reality is the
manifestation of the sum of the thoughts of all living organisms.
A pure body, a pure mind, create beauty and harmony. A intoxicated body wrongly decodes “divine” frequencies and so falsely expresses the cosmic waves, hence the creation of chaos, cacophony
and distortion.
The only path to Liberation, to Harmony and to Health is Purification. You must agree to release the Old, the useless. This, both
at a physical and mental levels.
EVERYTHING IS AN ILLUSION.
E.D.E.N. already exists in the Universe.
The Edenians are already chosen, even if most of them do not
know it yet. Because one person had the Vision, he has been inspired, which means the perfect environment will materialize.
Everything is a question of magnetism, of sharing the information, the Good News, which will trigger a certain drive to live
freely and in perfect health.
LETS CREATE TOGETHER
A NEW ILLUSION,
A NEW UNIVERSE.
IT IS ABOUT TIME TO MATERIALIZE A NEW PARADIGM.
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THE ENERGY
Energy is invisible, we can only see its actions and reactions.
Energy has no opposite, it simply exists.
The concept of good or evil do not exist at the Energy level.
Those human concepts, create for the manipulation of humankind, are only by meaning of the uses that one does with the
Energy.
Electricity, as an example of energy, can produce light, help accomplish work... but it can kill also.
Metaphysics is the science that study or explain the invisible.
In terms of Energy, the metaphysical level, everything is clear,
bright and perfect. Energy is present in everything and everywhere.
Based on metaphysical laws, an individual or a society have no
problem at all. It is the human laws that sow discord and injustice,
because they are imposed to protect and to support the Leaders
and their key pawns.
At the level of the inherent Energy in Nature, everything is as it
should be, when it should be, always evolving in the direction of
Perfection.
Working toward perfection is only a question of taking some
matter and to raise it to a higher vibrational state, to a new order (to eden). This is the principle of Creation. By its creativity,
an individual may direct, by our mind and our manual work,
Energy in matter. The Principle of Life is creative. Life develops
from Death: to break the molecules to rearrange them in a more
complex structure (organism). The People is distinguished by what
he is an animal that can create a more harmonious new order, like
a garden.
Creations are expressions of Love. The more we are present to our
creativity, the more the object is energetic, the more « value » it
gains. It is through our creativity’s that we are valorous and we can
share our Love (materialized Energy).
Materialization of Energy is Creativity (free flow of Energy).
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Everything can be done at the perfect moment, and be easy, safe
and pleasant. Just follow the basic Laws of Nature. Other than
the four rules of earthly existence, we must respect the following
bylaws:
- Remove the life of an organism only for our survival.
- All manifestations of our activities (creations and residues) must
be easily recyclable by Nature.
- Be free of appropriation of property.
- Allow the free development of all living organisms.
- That all human activities aimed at improving the matter.
Energy is at the heart of the atom, as it directs the Universe. Energy is always present, always available. Life is the free flow of Life
Energy. Death is the interruption of the flow of Energy into a material thing. To be alive, one must eat Life (alive). The Human is a
manifestation of Energy. Its survival lies in the supply and freedom
of Life Energy (the Life Force in him).
The most important part of ALL earthly creatures is the Energy
that animates them all. All living organisms share the very same
Life Energy. Human beings are Energy browsing through cells
(matter). The resulting turbulences creates physiological characteristics. Different matters, different physiognomy.
Humans must draw Energy from outside sources in order to
maintain its vitality. More Energy sources are abundant and accessible for a human being, longer and easier is the duration of his
life. Those sources are air, food and water.
Contact with other people does not create Energy but accelerates
it, assisting in the assimilation of Energy inputs (better digestion,
better breathing).
Life near the Nature favors the flow of Energy. The Elements of
Nature (Earth, Water, Fire and Air) breathe life into the human
being. Nothing more Energetic than walking barefoot in the
dew or on a beach, touching the Nature with his hands, to take a
shower in the rain, swimming in a river, to be in the presence of
a fire, to feel a breeze caressing the bare skin... To be healthy and
alive, Life must surround you.
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THE WORLD
The World, the Earth, is a living organism.
It is alive, it grows, it evolves, it changes. The planet is a vast complex ecosystem in perpetual motion.
The World as you know will collapse, sooner or later. This is a
simple natural cycle of this planet. ALL civilizations collapse, disappear, some leaving many traces, some not or few.
More and more people are aware, many receiving messages that
reveal them that we are at the edge of a major planetary shift.
The way and the rate our « evolved » societies consume our natural resources, has nearly attained its limit. The planetary destruction started with the industrial revolution not so far away, and it
can not be repaired by humankind. We can not allow Nature to
heal the many wounds that we have imposed.
A single trash man in a regular city, manipulate at least 15 TONS
of trash PER WEEK!!! A plant or animal specie disappears from the
planet... every 20 minutes! In less than 50 years, 100 000 tons
of radioactive wastes have been submerged in various seas... that is
6 000 generations in danger!
Take a moment and realize that EVERYTHING that is for sale
in ALL the stores, come from the ground : food, tools, vehicles,
buildings, furniture... Be conscious of those enormous displacements of matter that are required to erect our vast cities.
ALL those trash cans, all those trash bags are filled with matters
that was originally part of the earth and transformed by humankind, principally for a money profitable concern.
Billions of tons of matter are transformed annually in non-natural
products, in substances that Nature is not prepared to recycle. The
dumps are used to hide our excesses and they will be problems for
generations to come.
Life is based on a principle of recycling.
Recycling means to break the molecules into simpler forms to
enable other organisms to use them for their own needs and their
evolution.
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Life is built over Death.
But, if there is to many substances that can not be recycled by
Nature, a pollution state occurs.
Nature must react, must produce new microorganisms to recycle
those « indigestible » litters. And, it will always be some microorganisms required, and they will be more and more virulent (and
even lethal).
Hey, take a break, take a look, drive around in your neighborhood
on a trash day... the summit of the piles of trash are at Christmas
time...
Even if all humankind would live according to Nature’s Laws, the
actual society is doomed.
Torrential rains, earthquakes, floods, tornadoes... all are part of
cyclical patterns inevitable. There are twice as many tornadoes over
the American west coast than it was 100 years ago. The floods follow each other around the world, while drought strikes elsewhere.
There is always a balance, nothing is lost, nothing is created.
Regardless of the knowledge acquired and how it is impossible to
prevent cosmic bombardments that shook planet Earth (and all
the other ones explaining their own transformations). And this,
even if we inject millions of tons of chemicals in our skies (the
white streaks, the “chemtrails”).
After the major planetary upheavals, the survivors (yes, like in a
visionary TV concept...) often regret of being survivor, at least
those who have not had the wisdom to prepare.
Meanwhile, why live in a desert, or in a cold country? These humans do not live in the present, they are struggling. They live in
the past, in the memory and respect for their ancestors. But, they
do not respect life. Every living organism is naturally attracted to
the site providing the most Energy intakes (food, warmth, water,
protection...).
The only viable terrestrial band lies between the Tropics. Beyond the Tropics, it is impossible to live in autarky, impossible
to achieve self sufficiency in food (without spending a fortune,
without wasting material, without polluting Nature). E.D.E.N. can
only exist in a tropical country.
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THE LAND
All conscious beings realize the increasing number and magnitude
of natural cataclysms (disasters) on this planet. As for diseases of
the human body, these are just reactions to intoxication: attempted purifications from Mother Earth.
Scientists know that sooner or later, the level of the seas will rise
dramatically. This is not another alarmist shout of « the end of the
world ».
All scientists, climatologists all know. The polar caps are melting
before our eyes. It is simply obvious. What is less obvious is to
determine the level of responsibility of the human beings in the
climatic upheavals.
All past civilizations were « saved » by those « enlightened »
peoples who ran on higher hills, build and hid in pyramids and dig
caves, or even built huge boats. They were prophets or visionaries... and they made it through.
E.D.E.N. has to be situated at an average 1000 meters of altitude.
The other concern of a dreamed land, is the possibility to selfsufficiency. This means to be able to produce what one needs for
living a healthy free life, and with the minimum efforts. Self-sufficiency is not a individual concept, and is only possible through the
group of edenians (living in harmony and by sharing).
A free man (woman) is really a person that can self provide his
basic needs : a shelter and food. These two simple needs can not be
satisfied when you live in a country with a winter (cold and snow)
without encouraging the economic system.
Living naturally requires much less materialism than survive in the
city. The possession of material goods (collection) is a disease resulting from insecurity, itself resulting from the separate existence
of Nature (citizen). Nature provides for free what is necessary for
the survival of an organism.
Of course, to enjoy fully the offerings of Nature, we must make
physical efforts. He must first move to make the search for fruits
and edible plants.
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The first and most important condition for self-sufficiency is
the easy access to pure water flows in abundance, all year round.
Water is essential to life: it promotes the growth, move impurities
(solvent) and is the main element of the human body.
Simple shelters (houses), easy to built and maintain, are proposed.
They can permit to edenians to devote much time for creativity.
[see Appendix-Shelter]
Maximize the culture of food wherever possible. Beds of culture
can be established almost everywhere. In each of his pleasant trips,
edenians can take breaks to help healthy growth of plants that will
serve as food for all. If crops are widespread on the territory, edenians may at any time and anywhere satisfy their hunger.
The priority field is left to fruit trees. Edenians health, both physical and moral depends directly on the abundance of these gifts of
Nature. The fruit is waiting to be plucked. The fruit is the only “divine” food for humans without him disrupting any life cycle. The
goal of every living organism is to survive and reproduce. When
you eat a carrot, you kill it: it is prevented from producing seeds
to perpetuate the species. While consumption of fruits permit
naturally to dispose the seeds they contain on the ground.
If the fruit is abundant, the desire of another type of food disappears, physical activity, mental and creative is optimized. One realizes the absurdity of working to pay for a meal at the restaurant ...
Promote recycling of Nature is a perpetual creative activity. The
first tool to master is the machete... We must help Nature in its
growth cycle to maximize the potential of each plant (cutting,
fertilizer, compost). We can concentrate the energies of Nature to
use them in a more productive way (like composting). Gardening
is not work, but a communion! There is nothing more satisfying
to produce yourself your own food (and to provide healthy food
to your children and friends).
The land, E.D.E.N., is mostly a safe place to be when Earth will
regenerate itself, when it will radically recycle the scrap of Humans.
Planet Earth did it before, and will do it again. Except that this
time, the landfill sites are more important. Like for the human
body, the more the deposits are important, so are the evacuation
crisis (illnesses).
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THE LAND /The Revolutionary Concept
E.D.E.N. is a vast land composed of « islands of living » and
« islands of creativity », all linked together by trails.
An island of living is an certain area that its maintenance is the
responsibility of an individual, a couple or a family. The Edenians
of an island are responsible of all living organisms within this area.
Depending of the region, the size varies a lot.
On an island of living, there are at least a shelter, a garden and a
orchard. Each island of living has its own particularity, produce
something in excess (one or two species - fruits or vegetables).
This way, the edenians has always something to give away, which is
useful for the community. The exchange of products is the base of
self-sufficiency.
We reside in an island of living for a season or a year. One can
move to another island if he/she finds another island to make the
exchange with, or a person to take care of it. The change of island
is a option to have (or built) a new place more adapted to the
present and near future creativity.
The daily activities in an island of living are : gardening, tree pruning, composting, nurturing plants, maintenance of the trails...
The children will be encouraged very young and helped to be responsible of their own « island of living » within the one of their
parents (including housing and gardening).
An island of creativity is a space where there is a major construction in which all the tools needed for the expressions of this creativity are available to all skilled persons or future learners.
All islands of creativity are within an island of living, meaning that
the persons residing there (artists, teachers, students) are responsible for those « shops » and lot (lodging, gardening, maintenance).
The islands of creativity serve to produce the specific objects needed for the self-sufficiency of all and exceeding production goes
for exporting in exchange of money (whatever its value then) to
be able to maintain all the tools and source of energy and develop
other islands.
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The main islands of creativity are : arboriculture, fruit growing,
horticulture, nursery, woodworking, pottery, sewing, basketry,
massage / therapy / body works / gym, computer, multimedia production, printing, sound studio, knitting and crocheting,
painting and various arts.
All of them serve to produce, as well as schools. Anybody interested in learning or producing his own needed objects are always
welcome and encouraged.
Those creative environments are developed upon the human resources available.
The same living principles are applied when evolving on an island
of creativity for a while. You must ground yourself, free your
mind by gardening, composting, taking care of the trails and water
ways (To Eden).

Orchard
Shelter
Island of creativity
Shop / School

Cabina for
Students,
Workers
temporary
lodging

Paths / Trails

Garden

Area of responsability,
Island of living

Fruit trees
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THE LAND / To Eden
The material world permits us an existence. The manifestation of
our lives is through our four members. The reality of the human being is experienced through his five senses. The essence of
humanity is moving in this ecosystem, being led by his senses.
Humans have legs, not roots! arms and hands, not branches!
The complex sensory system directs our every moves. It is by the
sense that we determine a safe and pleasant environment, and are
supported by our members (legs) to find. Thanks to their members and their senses that living beings move to find substances
they could digest to stay alive.
Nature provides the ideal food for a human organism. But everything in Nature follows cycles. All vegetable organisms are factories in which are successive transformations to achieve the perfect
realization, maturity.
Man has the possibility of facilitating these biological transformations, accelerating the cycles of recycling. Why would he do that?
Just to save time, he did not have to wait as long to gather his
food.
In doing so, the human being in any way do not disrupts the ecosystem, he just play with time (accelerate it).
In the apparent disorder of Nature, there is order. But the human
being may order Nature to facilitate his existence, to make his
reality more heavenly. This is the principle behind gardening or
landscaping.
When a leaf begins to yellow, it is destined to fall on the ground
soon. It is logical and preferable then to cut it and direct it to the
compost pile. The leaf will not be «lost», its molecules will be
recycled into another plant.
Another example of an amelioration of Nature, the pruning of
fruit trees. This human activity allows greater force to the tree,
produce larger and more energetic fruits that can better defend
themselves against parasites.
The main ideal activity of a human being: to facilitate its feeding.
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This creative activity of improvement of Nature had no word up
to now, it had to be invent!
To Eden: In all times and everywhere, try to improve what is possible in our immediate environment (achieved by myself or by
others). To Eden is a gesture of love, a gift to life, a way to share,
a thanks, a gift of oneself.
Edening: action of to eden.
If edening is beyond the scope of your skills or your knowledge,
propose the activity to someone else potential or ask for assistance
in acquiring knowledge or skills or tools for your possibility to
realize this improvement.
How the edening works
When you see something to improve, you become in charge. It is
your responsibility, YOUR creativity.
If you possess the knowledge and skill, and you have free time to
do it, you take care immediately to achieve this edening (alone or
in asking for help).
Otherwise, it is your responsibility to propose this edening the
person you think most appropriate to do so. This asking is a proposal, not an order to someone. This can be done verbally or by
electronic exchange (electronic agendas -Palm/Bluetooth/remote
transmission or by email) which allows the explanation by text,
photo and audio).
Once another person is found and informed, you are no more
responsible for this edening. Your creative part was either to do it
or find someone else to do.
It is then to the next person « in charge » to do the edening, or
find another person more qualified to do so.
For more major accomplishments, such as building a workshop, a
person propose the project on the computer network, where each
edenians can participate in the development stages to be done to
reach the co-creation in a time-space.
While living, evolving, everyone is able to «work» to improve all
around, and that, without any employer/employee relationship.
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THE LAND / The laws
From the past, you should have realized that any authority plays
a stupid game of Power. In all past civilizations, they have been
always a small group of individuals that is manipulating the people.
This manipulation of mankind must cease. We have to get out of
the evil cycle of an authority creating a scary threat for the purpose
of imposing a solution that reduce more the liberty of the citizens.
Most people have problems to submit blindly to the directives
of an authority (equally human). This usually takes its source in
young childhood where it follows the parental disapproval, popular with teens.
Freedom is innate in humans. Freedom of action, freedom of
movement, freedom to create, freedom to think. These natural functions are always bullied when humans live circumjacent,
particularly disconnected from Nature, surrounded with concrete.
The unnatural and exaggerated approximation experienced in a
city must be restrained, hence the emergence of good citizenship,
but also many laws to follow.
These laws and regulations are not natural because they are imposed only to maintain some order in an environment which is
totally not natural, which is against Nature. These are human laws
seeking to allow artificial evolution, while protecting and facilitating the reality of a ruling minority.
E.D.E.N. is base upon metaphysical laws.
No authority is necessary for the good functioning of such a
revolutionary community. Each Edenians must only accept always
to Eden.
It is essential that you have grasped the importance of edening.
Only then will this new society can exist.
There are still attitudes that seem logical:
- Do always to others what you would like others to do to you.
- Enter a habitat only if you are directly invited to do so.
- Give freely, knowing that it will be returned in a way or another
by other persons.
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- Everything (all objects) is the property of everyone.
- Treat all material objects with respect, as a living organism.
- Take great care of all tools, machineries and equipment. Look
always to extend their lifetime. To Eden is also to return everything in better shape than before you touch it (use it).
- Store objects in the most practical place. Ask advice if uncertain.
Thus, there is less loss of time to find what is needed to create.
- To be alive, one must eat alive.
- Recycle the decaying matter the fastest way possible.
- Clean your body and your belongings as often as possible.
- Learn. Learn. Learn.
- Teach. Teach. Teach.
– Breathe. Breathe. Breathe.
- There is always a perfect way to realize things.
– In all creativity, one must consider : the steps for reducing the
time needed for the realization and easing the process; utilization of the minimum of matter; the utility and longevity; the
impact on other and the environment.
- Do not rush, wait until you are certain of the perfect result before starting a project or creation. Visualize. Visualize. Visualize.
Breathe. Breathe. Breathe.
- Get rid of the past. Trash it. Wash it. Leave it behind you. Do not
be annoying to narrate facts of the Old World. This drains the
Energy. There is so much to create now.
- What you did since your birth was conditioned by authorities in
a decadent society. It was not You. Be yourself, Be Here & Now.
BE in E.D.E.N.
It is interesting to observe the animals to extract some positive
behavior that one can use in a paradisiac human reality.
We must always kept in mind that we are living organisms that
evolve in an ecosystem.
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THE LAND / The Energy
There is no question of returning to the caveman or the native.
We are too accustomed to a comfortable existence helped by
some technological products.
Wisdom just wants to be selective and choose which still respects
the natural environment.
When water sources and food supplies are assured, we must of
course consider the energy sources. The life without electricity
is almost unimaginable and certainly too scary for most of us.
Electricity is the energy use of the electron to facilitate our various
works (creation, construction). In short, electricity promotes the
movement of matter... we must just use this equation for the lead
to an improvement, toward his edening...
It is not necessary to have a major source of electrical power to
maintain a state of self-sufficient life in a micro-society (installed
in Nature). Yes, initially for the building (again, it depends of the
architecture), but now it is possible to effectively use direct current, 12v (battery powered tools).
Living in the mountains at high altitude (± 1000 meters), offers
great deal of possibilities for producing electricity.
The hydroelectric, solar and wind are sources of electricity required
to operate tools and electronic devices. All persons with knowledge and available equipment regarding alternative sources of
energy are welcome.
Each island of living and island of creativity has its own energy
sources as needed. No wire network will link the islands.
An “island of energy” is central: a building for computers, batteries
(recharges), temperature and humidity controlled.
All water stream will be used is possible for hydroelectricity or
even just for fun.
Solar panels will be generalized.
We are looking forward to invite Free Energy patents and their
creator. It is time to regroup, to share and co-create concrete and
efficient devices (and secure ones).
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THE LAND / The food
The Universal Law of Nutrition is very simple:
– must be pleasurable to the eyes,
– must be pleasurable to the touch,
– must be pleasurable to the nose,
– must be pleasurable to the mouth,
– and be in its natural state.
You are first attracted by the look, then you grab it if you can, doing so to smell it (first natural sentinel), if smelly, you then taste
it a bit (second sentinel)...
In E.D.E.N., eat whatever you can produce and harvest!
Sharing ALL the gardens is a basic practice on the land.
In a tropical country, things grows pretty fast and all year round.
Composting is a major activity for producing enriched soil for
enriched food.
No animal is raised for killing.
Raw food is best. But for so, purification is required (otherwise
your body is not able to assimilate properly and raw food diet is
impossible). That’s why many persons can not subsist on raw food:
they are to intoxicated. To be able to accept to eat only fruits and
vegetables, you must have a pleasant, secure and creative reality...
if you are bored or sad... cravings occur.
As your body purifies, monodieting (to eat only one kind of food
per meal) will be evident for you, and easy.
When you are part of a great happening, where there is numerous
valorous creativity, a lot of sharing, of love, then, nutrition is not
as important. And Simplicity is much more digestible.
Instead on going crazy in providing your body with all vitamins,
minerals, enzymes... that you were programmed that it needed,
why not look to live on the most simple alive elements?
When you create, you can live a month only on mangoes. As
long as you BREATHE, drink pure water, exercise and massage.
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THE LAND / The Agenda
The existence of organized beings result of their actions. Often,
humans living in society must struggle, suffer while its reality
should be rather a communion with his environment.
Since human beings should seek to avoid pain and is attracted by
pleasure, its activities must be directed as such.
The calendar “subway, work, sleep” is not natural. It is an unsatisfactory monotony, repetition of everyday life that can only lead
to alienation. The People must focus on occupations to protect
themselves from suffering and to provide the elements to maintain its vitality.
Yes, there is a perfect living agenda. Without any need for strict
rules, the natural agenda is logically self-imposed.
• Meditation / Visualization
Start your day by letting go, by integrating the lessons within
dreams. To open yourself to the « duties » that the World «need»
you to do (edening) during another perfect day of existence. This
practice of self-tuning with the Universe and with Nature surrounding us can be of 5 to 60 minutes or more.
• Exercises
No hard training is required to be in shape. The most important
thing is to be grounded (bare feet), breathe deeply (and consciously as often as possible) and stretch and loosening all the
joints and articulations. Be present in all your physical activities:
walking, climbing, shoveling, gardening... and you will be surprised
to see your muscles develop toward your perfect body.
• Worship / Maintenance
Another basic Universal Law: wherever you are, always look
around to see what could be ameliorate (To Eden). This can be
done each time you feel like not knowing what to do. Even if it is
not your task, not your place... do it... by love and thanksgiving.
Every edenians must help Nature to recycle.
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• Hygiene / Body care
Other than « exercises », one must help all the systems of his body
to run perfectly. This is possible by helping specially the evacuating systems. Sweet lodge, massages, showers, bathing are constant
activities that are necessary and encouraged. The skin is the largest organ, we must therefore help it to optimize his work: when
there is sweating, take a shower. Liberate your skin as often as you
can. In a tropical country, hygiene of the hands and nails are very
important to prevent the infections.
• Creativity
A day without creation is a lost day. A creative hour is an hour
remembered (receiving back many time the Energy invested).
A day without any creativity will be rapidly forgotten, it is lost.
Creativity is the basic principle of edening, it is the perfect way to
express in general your love of life.
• Teaching / Learning / Sharing
Those are linked with love and creativity.
• Rest
... Rest in a hammock!
In general, one edenian day should be divided as such:
- 4 hours of edening (ameliorate the environment)
- 4 hours of physical exercise (stretching, massage, swimming, surfing, trekking, yoga...)
- 4 hours of free time (creativity, learning, day dreaming)
- 4 hours of study, learning, and/or sharing, teaching
- 8 hours for recuperation
Always be present to all your gestures, your spoken words, your
thoughts. It is only through that practice that one acquire enormously Life Energy (transformed then in Health, Creativity,
Love). This is what the Masters named... Live in the Here & Now!
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THE PEOPLE / The Edenians
There is no use to elaborate on the kinds of people who have no
place in E.D.E.N.
1 .- Read and approve the present booklet. Even participate in its
improvement ...
2 .- Read and understand the basic texts to be able to live free,
creative, healthy, self sufficient, and love without conflict.
(www.peupleconscient.com/editionsinterdites)
E.D.E.N. is not a school, you must do your classes before attempting to participate. All edenians must have a common reality to be
able to evolve in harmony and mutual support while integrated
with the axiom of equality for all.
3 .- Purify, abandon the past. Let yourself free of all useless objects
or acquaintances
The Edenians are:
Passionate
To be passionate is to be in love with life, to be alive, it is to live
each moment intensely. Nothing more wonderful than to have
passion to learn and share, in respect with Nature.
Creative
It is very difficult to share when you are not creative. Creativity
is an expression of love, it is to infuse Energy, to polarize matter,
channeling cosmic waves into physical forms. In a perfect society,
only the fruits of creativity should be used as “currency”. The sufficiency of E.D.E.N. is based on sharing the creativity of each.
Responsible
Everything that happens, you have attracted, for lessons to learn.
Each object that appears in your reality should be regarded as
yours in the moment and should be thus respected. Your only
goal in E.D.E.N. is to Eden (always seek to improve the condition
of something).
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Healing
Healing is strictly to allow a natural process of purification and
consume live food. Healing is freeing ourselves of the past, of the
futile, of the unnecessary. The more the body is purified, the more
he is able to enjoy and learn from life. In a normal city life, it is
often difficult and painful to release the old. In E.D.E.N., creativity
and vision of the future are some incentives to recovery, they are
just a few of the incredible drivers to heal ourselves.
Loving
Love is just a matter of devoting time to attend to a person or
thing (creation). Love has its source in self-acceptance, and it is
only possible while performing actions consistent with our belief
system. To find the true love you must be honest. Being present
to another, is to recuperate the Energy, multiplied. By creating we
invest Energy in an object which will be returned to us multiplied,
and more, it can serve others.
Sobers
The same law applies to food here. You want a drug you need
some? Grow it! This includes tobacco. Or find some that Nature
provides.
[see Appendix - Addictive Substances]
(As you learn and experience the Truths of Food, any fermented
beverage will be acceptable and accepted by your body.)
E.D.E.N. allows a shift, a quantum leap.
In past practices, it is not easy to refuse to eat what is harmful to
your body. Your reality is not totally satisfying... you are forced to
work against your dreams... You have many memories of cheating. In an industrial society, temptations abound day and night.
The transition to a totally natural reality can be difficult. It is in
the Energy of the whole that each person find the motivation, the
joy and strength to break free of its old consumers’ habits.
It is the toxins that retain the memories of the past, we must force
ourselves to eliminate them to enjoy the moment.
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THE FINANCING
The new world proposed by E.D.E.N. is not an achievement by the
dispute of the ancient world. It is rather a lifestyle choice to raise
the pleasure to live on this green and blue planet. It is a process
of transformation, a personal alchemy. It is take raw matter and
transform it into a precious material.
Most people who dream of living in a new society are penniless!
Their state of “poverty” is a manifestation of their rejection of
unfair materialistic trading society.
It was not easy to determine admission criterias to E.D.E.N.
Of course, for the achievement of E.D.E.N., it takes money. But it
is a way to “bleach it” divinely, to purify his negative aspect which
creates social injustice.
The wealth of an individual is normally shown by a number: the
balance of his bank account. But we must naturally consider the
wealth of his knowledge, ability and creativity.
It is proposed that an edenian invest EUR 10 000 or more.
This figure has been chosen following this attractive equation:
100 people x 10 000 = 1 000 000.
With one million euros, it seemed relatively easy to realize quickly
an environment where self-sufficiency is possible.
Of course, by liquidating all that connects us to the former society, several have more than 10 000 euros to transform.
And what happens to those who do not possess 10 000 euros?
The proposal is then as follows: find 10 people who invest at least
10 000 euros and you can enter E.D.E.N. with your shirt and
smile!
When there will be about 40 investors, an invitation will be sent
to participate in the choice of buying a first farm.
Meanwhile, your participation is welcome in any of the steps
towards the realization of a first E.D.E.N. : correction, translation,
marketing, graphic design, webmaster ...
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THE CONTACT
Either you’re interested to participate in the completion of an
initial Eden, or drawn to join these visionary pioneers. If not, pass
this booklet to someone else.
Sorry, but we do not make open house.
And we are very selective, we have no time to waste on lazy,
freaks, stoners nor gurus/yogis...

Before entering E.D.E.N.,
you may be asked to have a stay
in a transitional land
not so far away.

We harmonize with creative beings!
There is no one in charge,
but your questions will be answered:

planetshift@hotmail.fr
www.peupleconscient.com/eden_eng

E.D.E.N.
COSTA RICA
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APPENDIX - Shelter
The first task of a human is to build a shelter, like the animal and
its burrow, the bird and its nest.
To be healthy, we must live continuously in Nature. But one must
apply to make this the most enjoyable existence as possible. This
means facilitating repetitive creative tasks like cleaning and washing.
We are not “maids” to spend many hours cleaning the house.
Your traditional residences are not according to your physical
comfort, but more to protect your belongings. There is a considerable waste of time to maintain conventional homes.
What must be a house or shelter? A home is a shelter to protect
our bodies against the major expressions of the Elements: rain,
heat, cold, wind, earthquake.
The dwellings proposed in E.D.E.N. are sheltered from rain and
sunshine made of wood or bamboo. Inside which are suspended
chambers made in tissue or tents deployed. A structure of 7 x 7
meters allows two closed bedrooms (fabrics, nets): one for the
rest, the other as a warehouse or other creative room, two rooms
are opened and there is a balcony. The platform is based on posts
that can be protected from crawling insects.
The advantages are: protecting our skin and our things against
insects and the possibility to stay in our house naked (work, massage, sleep), ease of cleaning (washed once a month, then resuspended for drying).
We should not be disturbed by many insects (they are biting or
not) and small animals (snakes, scorpions). It is impossible to live
in healthy homes closed and sealed. Normally, we should discharge into the ambient air, 90% of our metabolic wastes through
the lungs and skin. It is therefore important to live in the great
outdoors.
Homes and creativity workshops will be tailored according to individual needs. There will be ample room for ingenuity.
There will be photos soon on the web site.
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APPENDIX - Technology
The ecosystem of our planet began to be threatened by the industrial revolution. Humans have moved en masse to the cities to be
slaves in factories.
The industry has always boasted of trying to produce objects to facilitate the existence of human beings. And it was believed... until
we realized the reverse of the golden coin: pollution.
Pollution is only the residues that can not be reutilize in a natural
manner.
Man draws from the soil of the planet some matters on which its
ingenuity is activated to change the molecular structure.
Most human creations are futile and increasingly dangerous for all
living organisms on Earth.
The planet can not sustain indefinitely that human violates the
processes of Nature.
We need to sort our inventions in order to conserve, for even a
certain period, that those who really facilitate our evolution in
Nature and have no impact on it.
First, we must stop using fossil fuel and its derivatives (gasoline,
diesel, gas). Oil is the Energy of a very ancient past.
Secondly, the AC shall be abolished. The frequencies emitted (50
or 60 cycles per second depending on the country) assign each
of your cells and your thoughts. The direct current is preferable
(indeed, all electronics operate on direct current!).
Thirdly, there is no need to disrupt the land to settle. Heavy machinery is useless as bulldozers, excavators... The houses on stilts
can be erected anywhere.
The technological objects that can be used to assist creativity and
communication between edenians: laptops, PDAs, battery tools,
hand tools ...
The transition must be logical.
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APPENDIX - Addictive Substances
The citizen is denatured. He had to create devices to support its
artificial reality. Addictive substances (all not produced by Nature)
the most common are: sugar, coffee, alcohol, cocaine, heroin.
These substances require a modification of natural products, they
are not natural.
Tobacco and marijuana are natural products. If they currently are
addictive in your society is that they are chemically grown or have
added chemicals, some of them precisely manufacture to force
addiction. A purified body moving in Nature can not develop any
substance dependence. Hallucinogenic mushrooms are completely
natural: if Nature produces them, Man is totally free to use them.
But, beware !
Addictive substances are not mandatory for anyone, at any time
in the terrestrial evolution. But, in all civilizations, there is a small
group of individuals, whether shamans, sorcerers, priests, who used
plants to achieve altered states of consciousness (mushrooms,
cacti, tobacco...).
The consumption of psychotropic plants was made during ceremonies and not on a regular basis (addiction).
Several substances bypass the sensory system to amplify paranormal perceptions, which can be described as: talking with the gods,
to contact the spirits of things ... and even access the future.
Addiction to a substance is develop by a frustrating reality, it is an
escape. In creative periods, addiction does not exist.
If a edenian feels the need to use one of the substances listed
above, to amplify their creativity, to clarify his choice of life ... he
or she must simply be able to produce them. Thus, to determine
whether it requires or not these substances.
It is of course better to use plants in their natural state: eg, notching of sugar cane, chewing coca leaves, eating the fruit of the
coffee ...
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THE CONCLUSION
At the stage of earthly paradise, the flow of the evolving time
display a series of meetings, contacts with the manifestations of
the Elements.
When the natural human was crossing a plant raspberries it was
exactly where and when his body needed these particular molecules, but more importantly, needed its Energies, the Spirits that
animate it. When he crossed a stream it was at exactly the time
when he was thirsty or rain was falling, and he took the opportunity to relieve his skin of impurities. There was always a rose upon
his path when his heart was in need of stimulation or comfort. The
fragrance of each flower works slightly differently. Life was Magic:
all physical manifestations were harmonious.
You can find this earthly paradise, this E.D.E.N. ... But it can not
be completely and 100% natural. The vise was tightened and places
permitting food sufficiency all year round are very very rare. For
the most part, they were invaded by cities and their hordes of destructive and polluting human beasts.
In addition, you can slightly distort Nature to create your
E.D.E.N. For this you need to plant fruit trees, grow plants, trace
paths to move more quickly and safely ...
And in this process, you resume your Divine Right. Slowly you
turn into a god, you allow life to express itself through you, you
master the Elements to allow (and help) your earthly and divine
existence.
The more you succeed to be self-sufficient, the more powerful
you are, the more you’ll be radiating ... perhaps rapidly, even to
the point of having a halo visible!
In this free rewarding life, you put in your body only life, and you
reject in Nature only elements that are biodegradable. It is normal
that every day, your whole being vibrates more intensely.
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PEACE - LOVE - ENERGY
For more information and the latest updates,
visit our web site

www.peupleconscient.com/eden_eng
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Environment for Divine Evolution in Nature
THE NEXT CIVILISATION

Space / Time / Energy / Matter

